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Abstract

The integration of unconventional renewable energy sources on the electrical grid
poses challenges to the electrical engineer. This chapter focuses on the transient
modeling of electrical machines. These models can be used for the design of genera‐
tor control, the definition of the protection strategies, stability studies, and the eval‐
uation of the electrical; mechanical; and thermal constraints on the machine. This
chapter presents three modeling techniques: the standard d-q equivalent model, the
coupled-circuit model, and the finite element model (FEM). The consideration of
magnetic saturation for the different models is presented. The responses of the dif‐
ferent models during three-phase, two-phase, and one-phase sudden short circuit
are compared.

Keywords: Power generator, Synchronous alternator, electrical machine modeling, dq
model, coupled circuits, finite element analysis

1. Introduction

There are mainly two types of large synchronous alternators having a wound rotor:  the
round rotor  and the  salient  pole  rotor  [1].  Generally,  these  synchronous  alternators  are
directly connected to the grid in parallel, with many other alternators. In this case, the stator
voltage and the frequency ( f ) are imposed by the grid and the generators work at a fixed
speed (n) depending on the number of magnetic pole pairs in the machine (p); (n =60⋅ f / p).
For  example,  a  round  rotor  synchronous  generator  with  p =1  would  have  a  speed  of
n =3600  rpm on an f =60  Hz electrical grid. Synchronous generators with p =1, 2 are known
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as turbo generators  and present  a  round-shaped rotor.  The prime mover of  large turbo
generators are generally steam turbines, which operate at high speeds. In other cases, the
prime mover runs at low speeds, so that salient pole synchronous generators are used. The
largest  salient  pole  generators  are  used  in  dams  for  the  production  of  electricity  with
hydraulic  turbine.  The optimal speed of  a hydraulic  turbine is  relatively slow; thus,  the
generator has a high number of poles.

The  growing  demand  for  energy  and  care  for  environment  protection  is  spurring  the
development and integration of unconventional renewable energy sources such as solar,
wind,  and tidal  power.  The  unconventional  renewable  energy  brings  challenges  on  the
generator design as the energy production cannot always be done at fixed prime mover
speed.  In  this  case,  different  kinds  of  generators  can  be  used,  and  generally,  they  are
associated with power electronic converters to connect to the grid. For example, the main
type  of  generators  used  for  speed-varying  applications  is  the  doubly  fed  induction
generators (DFIG) [2-3]. The stator winding of these machines is directly connected to the
grid, but there is a three-phase winding on the rotor that is fed through power electron‐
ics. Such machine designs can create a rotating field, going faster, slower, or at the constant
speed than the rotor.  Thus,  the stator frequency can be imposed regardless of  the rotor
speed. For a given generator, the larger the speed deviation is allowed, the larger the rating
of  the  power  electronics  must  be  in  order  to  deliver  the  rated  power.  Conventional
synchronous generators  are  also used for  variable  speed applications by using a  power
electronic converter connected to the stator winding.

The integration of unconventional renewable energy must not be made at the cost of a less
reliable  power distribution.  A reliable  power  distribution network is  characterized by a
robust  design of  its  equipment,  control,  and protection strategies  [4-5].  The voltage and
power distribution on the grid is maintained mostly by the proper control of torque and
excitation of  the  generators.  Accurate  steady-state  and transient  models  of  the  electrical
machine are required [4-6].

Modeling a generator is a real challenge, as an accurate representation of the machine must
deal with many internal considerations, such as the saturation effects, nonlinearity of the
material’s  properties,  rotational  effects,  and the  large  number  of  complex  current  paths
inside the generator. Such a detailed analysis provides information on the stator voltage
harmonics,  copper/iron  losses,  and  torque  ripples.  This  detailed  analysis  is  of  high
importance for the reliable design at all operating points. However, the performance of a
model in terms of accuracy and computational effort depend on its simplifying assumptions.

Transient machine models can be divided into three types: phase-domain model, d-q model,
and finite element model. The phase-domain model is an analytical approach based on the
voltage and flux-current equations of the synchronous machine expressed in the fixed a-b-
c  reference frame [7-9].  It  requires  precise  knowledge of  the time-dependent  inductance
matrix,  which  can  be  a  difficult  task.  Hence,  many researchers  use  time-stepping  finite
element  analysis  to  determine  the  unknown matrix  for  a  certain  discretization  [9].  This
approach is known as “coupled finite element state space approach.”
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The d-q model is also based on the voltage and flux-current equations but expressed in a
virtual  reference  frame  rotating  at  synchronous  speed  [7-8].  Based  on  certain  assump‐
tions,  this  model  represents  synchronous  machines  by  two  magnetically  decoupled
equivalent  circuits  comprising lumped R-L  parameters.  Many identification methods are
found in the literature for  the d-q model  parameters,  such as the standstill  time response
(SSTR) tests, the rotating time-domain response (RTDR) tests, the standstill frequency response
(SSFR) tests [10], the open-circuit frequency response  (OCFR) tests, and the on-line frequency
response (OLFR) tests. More recent approaches include online measurements techniques. These
methods are well reviewed in the literature [11].

Finally, the finite element model is used in solving numerically the general equations of
electromagnetics [12]. It is the most accurate of the three types, but also the most expen‐
sive in terms of computational effort.  Nonlinear phenomena such as saturation and skin
effects can be taken into account by this model.

In this chapter,  the three types of transient electrical machine models are presented and
compared.  Understanding  these  differences,  identification  methods,  and  scope  of  these
models provide useful information to the electrical engineer to determine the problems that
can be treated with each model. The chapter is divided into following sections:

• Presentation of the generator used for experiments and model validations

• The standard d-q equivalent model and the SSFR-identification method

• The detailed coupled-circuit model

• The finite element model

• Improvements to the models in order to consider the saturation

• Comparison of the models in order to simulate different kind of short circuits

2. Synchronous generator used for this study

The machine used for the experiments is a three-phase 5.4-kVA round rotor synchronous
generator. The stator has 54 slots. The rotor has three concentric coils per pole and a total of
24 copper damper bars connected by short-circuit rings (Figure 1).

The stator lamination stack is shown in Figure 2. The winding of this machine is of a special
construction; it is made of rectangular conductors, and there are 14 conductors per slot
distributed in four layers. They are soldered in the extremity in order to put the individual
conductors in series to form coils. It can be seen that the stator slots are almost closed near the
air gap (Figure 2). Data of the generator nameplate are given in Table 1. Figures 3 and 4 present,
respectively, half of the rotor and stator laminations. The main dimensions are given in
millimeter. Figure 5 presents the stator-winding repetitive section.
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Figure 1. Rotor of the synchronous generator

Figure 2. Stator on the side of end-winding connections

Power 5.4 kVA

Electrical frequency 60 Hz

Line-to-line voltage 280 V

Stator phase current (star connected) 11.1 A

Rotor field current for the nominal no-load voltage 0.5 A

Speed 1800 rpm

Table 1. Nominal parameters
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Phase winding; number of turns: 156 Phase resistance: 0.156 Ω

Field winding; number of turns: 2208 Field resistance: 21.5 Ω

Damper bars resistivity: 22 nΩ.m DC bar resistance: 21 μΩ

Contact ring resistance: 170 μΩ End-field winding: 0.8 Hz

Table 2. Main parameters

Figure 3. Rotor steel laminations

Table 1: Nominal parameters 

Power 5.4 kVA 
Electrical frequency 60 Hz 
Line-to-line voltage 280 V 
Stator phase current (star connected) 11.1 A 
Rotor field current for the nominal no-load voltage 0.5 A 
Speed  1800 rpm 

 

Table 2: Main parameters 

Phase winding; number of turns: 156 Phase resistance: 0.156  
Field winding; number of turns: 2208 Field resistance: 21.5  
Damper bars resistivity: 22 n.m DC bar resistance: 21  
Contact ring resistance: 170  End-field winding: 0.8 Hz 

 

 

Figure 3: Rotor steel laminations 

 

Figure 4: Stator steel laminations 

Stack length: 105mm 

Figure 4. Stator steel laminations
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Figure 5. Stator-winding repetitive section

3. d-q equivalent model

3.1. Modeling method

The d-q model uses a transformation, known as the d-q transformation or Park transformation,
in order to obtain a reference frame rotating with the rotor instead of the fixed stator frame [8].
The assumptions associated with the use of d-q transformation are presented below [7]:

• Magnetic saturation effects are neglected. By choosing two orthogonal axes, it is assumed
that currents flowing in one axis do not produce flux in the other axis.

• The armature windings are sinusoidally distributed along the air gap so that each phase
winding produces a sinusoidal magnetomotive force (mmf) wave. Hence, space harmonics
are negligible and the induced voltage is purely sinusoidal.

• The stator slots do not cause appreciable variation of the rotor inductances with rotor
position.

• Magnetic hysteresis is negligible.

 

Figure 5: Stator-winding repetitive section 
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The d-q model uses a transformation, known as the d-q transformation or Park 
transformation, in order to obtain a reference frame rotating with the rotor instead of the 
fixed stator frame [8]. The assumptions associated with the use of d-q transformation are 
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 Magnetic saturation effects are neglected. By choosing two orthogonal axes, it is 
assumed that currents flowing in one axis do not produce flux in the other axis. 

 The armature windings are sinusoidally distributed along the air gap so that each 
phase winding produces a sinusoidal magnetomotive force (mmf) wave. Hence, 
space harmonics are negligible and the induced voltage is purely sinusoidal. 

 The stator slots do not cause appreciable variation of the rotor inductances with 
rotor position. 

 Magnetic hysteresis is negligible. 

Under these assumptions, synchronous machines are modeled by two independent, 
magnetically uncoupled circuits in d- and q-axes (Figure 6). Direct-axis model includes the 
d-axis armature winding, the field winding, and any additional equivalent damper windings. 
The damper bar elements (Lnd, Rnd) represent equivalent current paths in the d-axis damper 
bars or in the rotor steel body. The number of assumed rotor circuits determines the order of 
the model. The same approach applies to the q-axis network, except that the field winding is 
not present. The d-q model parameters are the R-L lumped circuit elements (Figure 6) as 
viewed from the stator. A detailed development of the d-q model is presented in [7]. 

 

 

Figure 6: General d-q model equivalent circuit 
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Figure 6. General d-q model equivalent circuit

Under these assumptions, synchronous machines are modeled by two independent, magnet‐
ically uncoupled circuits in d- and q-axes (Figure 6). Direct-axis model includes the d-axis
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armature winding, the field winding, and any additional equivalent damper windings. The
damper bar elements (Lnd, Rnd) represent equivalent current paths in the d-axis damper bars or
in the rotor steel body. The number of assumed rotor circuits determines the order of the model.
The same approach applies to the q-axis network, except that the field winding is not present.
The d-q model parameters are the R-L lumped circuit elements (Figure 6) as viewed from the
stator. A detailed development of the d-q model is presented in [7].

3.2. Model application

A second-order d-q model was chosen for the synchronous generator at hand [13]. Its param‐
eters are experimentally identified with two methods: the well-known standstill frequency
response (SSFR) tests and the reverse identification method. We then compare some simulation
and experimental results.

3.2.1. Parameter values identification from SSFR tests

Test procedures and recommendations when performing SSFR tests are well documented in
the IEEE Std 115-2009 [14]. Tests in d- and q-axes are carried out separately in specific rotor
positions. The simple network theory establishes relationships between the d-q model
parameters {Ra, La, Lad, L1d, R1d, Lfd, Rfd, Laq, L1q, R1q, L2q, R2q} and six transfer functions known as
Zd(s), Ld(s), sG(s), Zafo(s), Zq(s), and Lq(s). These transfer functions are evaluated experimentally
or by finite element simulation when the exact geometry and material properties of the
machine under study are available. Figure 7 shows a comparison between transfer functions
obtained from experimental SSFR and from 2D-FE-simulated SSFR using Flux 2D by Cedrat
[15] for the laboratory machine under study. We see that the curves are very similar. It took
approximately 18 minute to perform the simulation, while experimental tests needed 3 hour
to complete.

For Zd(s), Ld(s), and sG(s), the field winding is shorted and the rotor is aligned along the direct
axis. For Zafo(s), the rotor is in d-axis, but the field winding is left open. Finally, for Zq(s) and
Lq(s), the rotor is short-circuited and aligned along the quadrature axis. Once all the transfer
functions are obtained, the model parameters are determined by curve-fitting technique.

A second-order d-q model was chosen for the synchronous generator at hand [13]. Its 
parameters are experimentally identified with two methods: the well-known standstill 
frequency response (SSFR) tests and the reverse identification method. We then present 
some simulation results compared to the experimental results. 
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 Figure 7: Comparison of experimental and simulated transfer functions 

 

3.2.2. Parameter values identification from reverse identification 

The method is based on the analysis of the model’s response after a sudden three-phase 
short circuit and a sudden line-to-line short circuit. These two tests are usually used to fully 
describe the machine behavior in both axes. From an initial guess of the equivalent circuit 
parameters {Ra, La, Lad, L1d, R1d, Lfd, Rfd, Laq, L1q, R1q, L2q, R2q}, the tests are simulated using 
the Matlab/SPS block “SI Fundamental Synchronous Machine.” Then the armature and field 
current waveforms are compared to experimental data in order to calculate the sum of errors 

Figure 7. Comparison of experimental and simulated transfer functions
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3.2.2. Parameter values identification from reverse identification

The method is based on the analysis of the model’s response after a sudden three-phase short
circuit and a sudden line-to-line short circuit. These two tests are usually used to fully describe
the machine behavior in both axes. From an initial guess of the equivalent circuit parameters
{Ra, La, Lad, L1d, R1d, Lfd, Rfd, Laq, L1q, R1q, L2q, R2q}, the tests are simulated using the Matlab/SPS
block “SI Fundamental Synchronous Machine.” Then the armature and field current wave‐
forms are compared to experimental data in order to calculate the sum of errors between
simulation and experience. The circuit parameters are then iteratively modified using optimi‐
zation process until the error is minimized.

The machine is modeled by a “SI Fundamental Synchronous Machine” block. It is a d-q model
having one equivalent damper winding along d-axis and two equivalent damper windings
along q-axis. The nominal field current (Ifn) has to be defined as the field current corresponding
to nominal voltage on the air gap line (Ifq) in order to be consistent with (L ad) and the linear
approximation used in this study.

The speed and field voltage supply of the experimental tests must be imposed in the simula‐
tion. A clock and lookup tables are used to assign test data values to each simulation time step.
The initial rotor position and fault time are chosen such that the experimental and simulated
short circuits are synchronized. When the synchronous machine block is used in discrete
simulation, a small parasitic resistive load is required at the machine terminals to avoid
numerical oscillations. Figure 8 shows the Simulink block diagram used to simulate a short
circuit.

The optimization process is implemented with the “fmincon” function of the optimization tool
of Matlab. It allows finding the minimum value of constrained nonlinear multivariable
problems. There are no particular constraints imposed in the optimization problem, except
that all variables must be nonnegative. The field and armature currents of both three-phase
and line-to-line short circuits are optimized simultaneously. Results are presented in Table 3.

Figure 8. Simulation block diagram
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3.3. Validations

The parameters identified by the SSFR and reverse identification methods are presented in
Table 3. To evaluate the transient responses of the d-q model, we used the Matlab/Simulink
block “SI Fundamental Synchronous Machine” with the parameter values identified using
experimental SSFR and reverse identification methods. We compared the field and armature
responses to a three-phase short circuit and to a line-to-line short circuit (both with neutral not
connected). The field current was approximately equal to 0.22 A (0.44pu). As seen in Figures
9a and 10a, the model is able to reproduce the armature current’s waveform. In Figure 10b,
the field current’s general behavior is well represented. However, the oscillations are less
damped in the case of simulated data compared to test data.

Parameter Experimental SSFR Reverse identification SI unit

L ad 171.0 170.6 mH

L aq 176.9 179.0 mH

Ra 156 156 mΩ

L a 9.1 9.5 mH

Rfd 187 186 mΩ

L fd 2.95 2.26 mH

R1d 712 390 mΩ

L 1d 0.692 0.113 mH

R1q 1.616 0.871 Ω

L 1q 132 0.98 mH

R2q 1.17 2.379 Ω

L 2q 3.7 81 mH

Table 3. d-q model parameters of the laboratory machine

  156 156 m 
 9.1 9.5 mH 
 187 186 m 
 2.95 2.26 mH 
 712 390 m 
 0.692 0.113 mH 
 1.616 0.871  
 132 0.98 mH 
 1.17 2.379  
 3.7 81 mH 

 
 
 

  

 Figure 9: Three-phase short circuit with a field current equal to 0.22 A 

 

 Figure10: Line-to-line short circuit with a field current equal to 0.22 A 

 

Figure 9. Three-phase short circuit with a field current equal to 0.22 A
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 Figure10: Line-to-line short circuit with a field current equal to 0.22 A 

 

4 Coupled-circuit model 

This section presents the coupled-circuit modeling method and illustrates its application for 
the simulation of the generator under study. This method allows the modeling of the 
magnetic couplings between every electrical circuit in a machine. Compared to the d-q 
standard model presented earlier, it is a higher-order model that can take account of the 
spatial harmonics [8]. 

4.1. Modeling method 

Figure 10. Line-to-line short circuit with a field current equal to 0.22 A

4. Coupled-circuit model

This section presents the coupled-circuit modeling method and illustrates its application for
the simulation of the generator under study. This method allows the modeling of the magnetic
couplings between every electrical circuit in a machine. Compared to the d-q standard model
presented earlier, it is a higher-order model that can take account of the spatial harmonics [8].

4.1. Modeling method

The behavior of a polyphase machine can be represented by several electrical circuits that are
magnetically coupled. Depending on the discretization level, each individual circuit can be
equivalent to a winding or a coil or a conductor or a part of a massive conductor having a
constant current density. Generally, the selected circuits correspond to the stator phases, the
rotor field, and the rotor damper winding [16]. The magnetic saturation is not taken into
account in this section, but an improvement of the model using a simple method is presented
in section 6.

The method we present does not introduce a reference frame transformation and the stator
has a fixed angle. Each electrical circuit is linear and can be modeled by a resistance and several
inductances that depend on the rotor angular position θ. The mutual inductances between the
stator and the rotor alternate relative to the rotor position. Other inductances may also vary
around a mean value relative to the space harmonics caused by rotor or stator slotting or
saliency.

The set of circuit equations can be written in a vector matrix form as shown in (1).  The
elements of  matrix L (θ)  provide the magnetic  couplings in the stator,  in the rotor,  and
between them (2):
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To represent the movement and the variation of current, we may express (1) in the following
manner, where Ω is the rotor angular speed:
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The voltage on each circuit must be imposed to solve (3) and find the derivative of all currents
(4):
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The circuit equations to account the stator star or delta connection and the damper bars
connected in a grid or cage design. Figure 11 presents an example of circuit for the rotor damper
bar connections connected by shorting-ring impedances (Rri, L ri) in a cage design. The
unknowns of the circuit problem are the mesh currents (J i), and the matrix L  (θ)  and R
must be modified as detailed in Ref. [16].

Now that the circuit model is defined, the values of the inductance L (θ)  and resistance R
matrix have to be identified. The identification of the resistance matrix is straightforward and
depends on the section of the conductor and its length. The values in the inductance matrix
must be identified for a given number of angular positions (θ). Some authors propose an
analytical approach to estimate the inductance curves using winding functions [8, 17]. It
assumes that the permeance of iron is infinite. Another way to avoid additional simplifications
is to use a finite element method [18], as proposed in this study.

For analysis purposes, the time required for this identification is quite well compensated by
its increased precision. The identification is done with 2D finite element simulation with static
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magnetic field resolution. The permeability of the magnetic material must be a constant (no
magnetic saturation) and the extremity effects (magnetic flux leakage in the third direction)
are neglected. They could be considered in a 3D simulation. This method allows a fast, general,
and accurate identification of the inductance curves.

From the inductance curves, we can evaluate their first and second derivatives curves [18].
Linear interpolation in these curves is an efficient method to estimate the inductance value
and its derivative value for any rotor position. Knowing the inductance values of two discrete
rotor positions (θ0 and θ1), one can compute the inductance value for any rotor position θ
between θ0 and θ1 using (5):

( ) 1 0
0 1 0 0

1 0

( ) ( )for ( ) ( )
L LL L q q

q q q q q q q
q q

-
< £ = + - ×

-
(5)

The coupled-circuit model can easily be implemented in Matlab-Simulink that provides many
numerical methods to solve the set of differential equations. A variable-step solver like a fifth-
order ode15s is efficient in terms of simulation time, accuracy, and stability. The simulation
time is also improved using the rapid accelerator mode of Simulink. The linear interpolation
in a table of discrete values is easy to implement with the Simulink tools. Using an identification
of inductance curves with 2D FEM, the coupled-circuit model has the advantage of combining
the precision of the finite element spatial representation for the magnetic couplings, with high
efficient variable-step solvers.

One can notice that the assumption related to the proximity and skin effects is not a constraint
in this model. Indeed, it is always possible to divide a massive conductor into several elemen‐
tary circuits carrying different currents [18]. The order of the model is increased, but the
simulation of transients is still faster than with the finite element method. This approach is
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Now that the circuit model is defined, the values of the inductance  and resistance  
matrix have to be identified. The identification of the resistance matrix is straightforward and 
depends on the section of the conductor and its length. The values in the inductance matrix 
must be identified for a given number of angular positions ( ). Some authors propose an 
analytical approach to estimate the inductance curves using winding functions [8], [17]. It 
assumes that the permeance of iron is infinite. Another way to avoid additional 
simplifications is to use a finite element method [18], as proposed in this study. 

For analysis purposes, the time required for this identification is quite well compensated by 
its increased precision. The identification is done with 2D finite element simulation with static 
magnetic field resolution. The permeability of the magnetic material must be a constant (no 
magnetic saturation) and the extremity effects (magnetic flux leakage in the third direction) 
are neglected. They could be considered in a 3D simulation. This method allows a fast, 
general, and accurate identification of the inductance curves. 

From the inductance curves, we can evaluate their first and second derivatives curves [18]. 
Linear interpolation in these curves is an efficient method to estimate the inductance value 
and its derivative value for any rotor position. Knowing the inductance values of two discrete 
rotor positions (0 and 1), one can compute the inductance value for any rotor position  
between 0 and 1 using (5): 
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advantage of combining the precision of the finite element spatial representation for the 
magnetic couplings, with high efficient variable-step solvers. 
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Figure 11. Equivalent circuit for a rotor cage for the damper winding
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similar to the one used in finite element simulation to simulate the currents in massive
conductors as the current density in a cell area is constant.

It seems not practicable to estimate the magnetic losses with this kind of model. However, the
user can add some search coils in the different parts of the machine, which can be used as flux
sensors. With that information, one can evaluate the magnetic losses with the Bertotti formula.
The addition of search coils does not make the study more difficult as all the magnetic
couplings are calculated with the finite element method. This increases slightly the order of
the model.

4.2. Coupled-circuit model application

To evaluate the inductance curves of the generator under study, we used a 2D finite elements
software (Flux 2D of Cedrat [15]). To reduce the size of the study domain, and reduce the
simulation time required for inductance identification, the magnetic periodicity is considered.
In this case, users should control the multiplying factors and calculate the inductances for a
machine part only. This management of multiplying factors is simple to integrate in the
coupled-circuit model. This allows more options for the winding connections between
different parts of the machine.

The generator under study has a magnetic periodicity on half of its domain. Consequently, we
have to identify 16 coupled circuits: 3 circuits for the stator phases, 1 circuit for the field, and
12 circuits for the damper bars. Thus, the skin effect in the damper bars is neglected. The
number of rotor positions should be chosen high enough to allow the representation of the no-
load voltage harmonic content. The influence of the discretization of the inductance curves
with different numbers of rotor positions (20, 10, and 5 rotor positions per stator slot pitch) is
analyzed in [18]. The use of 20 rotor positions within one stator slot pitch allows a very precise
prediction of the harmonics due to the slot pulsation field. However, the shapes are quite well
preserved even with five rotor positions per stator slot pitch. The higher harmonic content can
be readily seen on the curve of the field self-inductance.

4.3. Validations

This section compares the waveforms obtained with the coupled-circuit model to the experi‐
mental ones.

The no-load voltage of the generator has an important harmonic content (third harmonic in
the line-neutral voltage waveform and slot harmonic). The model is able to reproduce the shape
of the curves accurately, but there is a small difference on the signal amplitude caused by the
linear permeability used in the FE model (Figures 12 and 13).

When all phase ends are short-circuited with themselves, the phase current is trapezoidal
(Figure 14) because of the third harmonic of the no-load voltage. Figure 15 presents the current
waveform of a sustained three-phase short circuit, with a star connection and without the
neutral–ground connection. In that case, the harmonic current multiples of three cannot
circulate and the shape of the short-circuit current becomes more sinusoidal. The simulated
waveforms are similar to the experimental data for both cases.
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Figure 12. No-load voltage (V LN ) (field-winding current: 0.22 A; speed: 914 rpm)

Figure 13. No-load voltage (ULL ) (field-winding current: 0.22 A; speed: 914 rpm)

Here, we compare the sudden short-circuit response of every phase with itself. To compare
the transient responses, we have synchronized the signals and imposed the experimental speed
and field voltage. Prior to the sudden short circuit, the machine is operated at 914 rpm without
load and the field current is 0.22 A (0.44 pu). At this point of operation, the magnetic saturation
is negligible. Figure 16 compares the response of the phase and field current during the
transient. The waveforms are well reproduced by the simulation. The current overshoot is
around 2 pu for the stator winding and 8 pu for the field winding.
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Figure 17 compares the results of a three-phase short circuit without the neutral connection.
The currents and the time constant are nearly the same as in Figure 16, but the shape of the
phase current is more sinusoidal.

A phase-to-phase short circuit is presented in Figure 18. This short circuit generates a negative
sequence current in the stator that induces an alternative voltage at twice the stator electrical
frequency in the rotor winding. This explains the field current oscillations at the end of the
transient period.

Figure 14. Steady-state current with each stator phase shorted to itself

Figure 15. Steady-state current with shorted star connection
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A phase-to-phase short circuit is presented in Figure 18. This short circuit generates a 
negative sequence current in the stator that induces an alternative voltage at twice the stator 
electrical frequency in the rotor winding. This explains the field current oscillations at the end 
of the transient period. 

   

 Figure 18: Transient currents for line-to-line short circuit without neutral connection 

If we add a neutral connection to the ground, current harmonic multiples of three can 
circulate and the shape of the phase current is trapezoidal (Figure 19). This is also true for a 
single-phase short circuit (Figure 20). 

These results show that the coupled-circuit model is very performant to simulate various 
transient responses by taking into account the time and space harmonics of the machine. 
The assumptions that neglect the magnetic saturation and the skin effect in the damper 
circuit appear to be valid with a low field current (044 pu). Comparisons with a higher field 
current (1 pu) are presented in section 7 for all the proposed models. 

 

Figure 19: Line-to-line short circuit 
with neutral connection 

 

Figure 20: Phase current with one 
phase shorted to the neutral 

 

Figure 18. Transient currents for line-to-line short circuit without neutral connection

 

Figure 15: Steady-state current with shorted star connection 

 

 

 

Here, we compare the sudden short-circuit response of every phase with itself. To compare 
the transient responses, we have synchronized the signals and imposed the experimental 
speed and field voltage. Prior to the sudden short circuit, the machine is operated at 914 
rpm without load and the field current is 0.22 A (0.44 pu). At this point of operation, the 
magnetic saturation is negligible. Figure 16 compares the response of the phase and field 
current during the transient. The waveforms are well reproduced by the simulation. The 
current overshoot is around 2 pu for the stator winding and 8 pu for the field winding. 

 

 Figure 16: Transient currents when each stator phase is short-circuited to itself 

Figure 17 compares the results of a three-phase short circuit without the neutral connection. 
The currents and the time constant are nearly the same as in Figure 16, but the shape of the 
phase current is more sinusoidal. 

Figure 16. Transient currents when each stator phase is short-circuited to itself

 

 Figure 17: Transient currents for a three-phase short circuit without neutral 
connection 

A phase-to-phase short circuit is presented in Figure 18. This short circuit generates a 
negative sequence current in the stator that induces an alternative voltage at twice the stator 
electrical frequency in the rotor winding. This explains the field current oscillations at the end 
of the transient period. 

   

 Figure 18: Transient currents for line-to-line short circuit without neutral connection 

If we add a neutral connection to the ground, current harmonic multiples of three can 
circulate and the shape of the phase current is trapezoidal (Figure 19). This is also true for a 
single-phase short circuit (Figure 20). 

These results show that the coupled-circuit model is very performant to simulate various 
transient responses by taking into account the time and space harmonics of the machine. 
The assumptions that neglect the magnetic saturation and the skin effect in the damper 
circuit appear to be valid with a low field current (044 pu). Comparisons with a higher field 
current (1 pu) are presented in section 7 for all the proposed models. 

Figure 17. Transient currents for a three-phase short circuit without neutral connection
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If we add a neutral connection to the ground, current harmonic multiples of three can circulate
and the shape of the phase current is trapezoidal (Figure 19). This is also true for a single-phase
short circuit (Figure 20).

These results show that the coupled-circuit model is very performant to simulate various
transient responses by taking into account the time and space harmonics of the machine. The
assumptions that neglect the magnetic saturation and the skin effect in the damper circuit
appear to be valid with a low field current (0.44 pu). Comparisons with a higher field current
(1 pu) are presented in section 7 for all the proposed models.

Figure 19. Line-to-line short circuit with neutral connection

Figure 20. Phase current with one phase shorted to the neutral
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5. Finite element model

The electromagnetic field computation based on Maxwell’s equations using the finite element
method is the state of the art in high-precision modeling of electrical machine. While being
precise, it is the highest time-consuming simulation method. For the simulation of electrical
machines, it is generally assumed that the displacement currents can be neglected and the
electromagnetic problem can be studied with magnetostatic or magnetodynamic simulations
[12]. This section discusses the modeling method and compares the simulation results of
generator under study to the experimental measurements.

5.1. Modeling method

Most electrical machines can be studied with a 2D approximation [12]. That approximation is
valid when the geometry of a machine section does not change along the axial direction. The
problem is solved using the magnetic vector potential that has only one component in the z
direction. Some boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neumann, periodicity, etc.) also minimize the
size of the study domain. Finite element simulation can consider the movement of the rotor,
B(H) curves of nonlinear magnetic materials, and massive conductor (proximity and skin
effects). The conductors can be connected to each other’s with an external electrical circuit. The
currents in all conductors and the copper losses can be calculated with greater precision. For
a given rotor position, it is also possible to calculate the torque by the Maxwell stress tensor
or the virtual works and to estimate the magnetic losses in the machine. Time-stepping
computations are based on Euler method using a fixed time step. More details on the finite
element method applied to electrical machines are provided in [12].

5.2. Model application

We used a commercial software, Flux 2D of Cedrat [15], for the finite element modeling of the
generator. Figure 21 shows the periodic 2D sketch of the resolution domain. Massive conduc‐
tors of the damper winding are modeled using the copper conductivity. The external circuit
links the damper bars with constant resistances that represent the contact resistances and the
shorting ring.

5.3. Validations

To consider the magnetic saturation, we used an analytic saturation curve [15]. This is a
combination of a straight line and an arc tangent curve made with two parameters (μr = 4000,
Bs = 1.5 T). The stator and rotor are made of the same magnetic material. The simulations are
made in magnetodynamic with a fixed time step of 0.25 ms (135 pts per electrical period at 30
Hz). The experimental speed variations and the field voltage are imposed as inputs. Experi‐
mental stator voltage waveforms are also imposed after the sudden short circuit.

The steady-state waveforms of no-load electromotive force (emf) and short-circuit phase
current with or without neutral connection are very close to the experimental results, and that
is true for all points of operation; the saturation is well represented. We compare the same
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results as for the previous models using the experimental waveforms with a field current of
0.22 A (0.44 pu). The phase current transient responses during a three-phase short circuit
(Figure 23) and a two-phase short -circuit (Figure 24) are compared to the experimental
measurements. By comparing these results with the ones obtained with the previous models,
it can be seen that the shape of the signals (peak value, time constant, oscillations) is always
well reproduced. The most significant difference is observed on the oscillation amplitude of
the field current during a line-to-line short circuit (Figure 24b).

Figure 21. 2D transverse sketch

Figure 22. Flux densities (if = 0.22 A)
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(Figure 23) and a two-phase short -circuit (Figure 24) are compared to the experimental 
measurements. By comparing these results with the ones obtained with the previous 
models, it can be seen that the shape of the signals (peak value, time constant, oscillations) 
is always well reproduced. The most significant difference is observed on the oscillation 
amplitude of the field current during a line-to-line short circuit (Figure 24b). 

 

Figure 8: Phase current of a sudden three-phase short circuit without neutral 

 

 Figure 24: Transient currents for line-to-line short circuit without neutral 

 

6 Improved circuit models considering magnetic saturation 

In synchronous machines, the magnetic saturation is clearly visible on the no-load 
characteristic. It is possible to approximate the no-load characteristic with the air gap line 
and neglect the saturation phenomenon for machine operations with a low field current. We 
have shown that this approximation is valid for the transient simulation of the generator with 
a field current equal to 44% of its nominal value. 

When the saturation takes effect, that approximation is no longer true [20]. The no-load 
voltage amplitudes are greatly overestimated with a linear model, and this leads to incorrect 
steady-state and transient simulation results. Figure 25 compares the field current response 
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Figure 23. Phase current of a sudden three-phase short circuit without neutral

(Figure 23) and a two-phase short -circuit (Figure 24) are compared to the experimental 
measurements. By comparing these results with the ones obtained with the previous 
models, it can be seen that the shape of the signals (peak value, time constant, oscillations) 
is always well reproduced. The most significant difference is observed on the oscillation 
amplitude of the field current during a line-to-line short circuit (Figure 24b). 
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steady-state and transient simulation results. Figure 25 compares the field current response 
of both circuit models (d-q and coupled circuits) during a three-phase short circuit at the 
nominal field current (0.5 A). The current waveforms obtained are less damped than the 
experimental result. This overestimation of the currents leads to incorrect prediction of 
losses and transient torques. 
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Figure 24. Transient currents for line-to-line short circuit without neutral

6. Improved circuit models considering magnetic saturation

In synchronous machines, the magnetic saturation is clearly visible on the no-load character‐
istic. It is possible to approximate the no-load characteristic with the air gap line and neglect
the saturation phenomenon For machine operating under a low field current. We have shown
that this approximation is valid for the transient simulation of the generator with a field current
equal to 44% of its nominal value.

When the saturation takes effect, that approximation is no longer true [20]. The no-load voltage
amplitudes are greatly overestimated with a linear model, and this leads to incorrect steady-
state and transient simulation results. Figure 25 compares the field current response of both
circuit models (d-q and coupled circuits) during a three-phase short circuit at the nominal field
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current (0.5 A). The current waveforms obtained are less damped than the experimental result.
This overestimation of the currents leads to incorrect prediction of losses and transient torques.

Figure 25. Overestimation of field current without considering the saturation

Many methods are proposed to take into account the magnetic saturation in the d-q model [7,
20-22]. It is generally assumed that the leakage inductance does not vary regarding the level
of saturation. Only the magnetizing inductances (B(H ), L ad) are affected. It is also assumed
that the stator armature reaction has no influence on the magnetic saturation. Consequently,
the magnetic saturation can be deduced from the machine no-load operation.

The simplest method uses two saturation factors (L aq, ksd) to modify the value of the magnet‐
izing inductances (ksq, L ad) (6). The factor (L aq) is function of the excitation current (ksd). It is
computed from the no-load characteristic and the air gap line. For a given field current, we
compute the ratio between the no-load voltage (if ) and the equivalent voltage on the air gap
line: Ev(7).

adsat sd f ad

aqsat sq f aq

( )
( )

L k i L
L k i L

ì = ×ï
í = ×ïî

(6)

v f
sd

linear f

( )( ) .
( )f

E ik i
E i

= (7)

For the salient pole machine, the coefficient (ksd(if )=
Ev(if)

Elinear(if)
.) is usually set equal to 1 for all

operating conditions as the path of q-axis flux is mostly in the air [7]. In the case of round rotor
alternator, the coefficient (ksq) is often assumed equal to (ksq) as the q-axis saturation data are
usually not available. In reality, magnetic saturation creates a cross-coupling between d- and
q-axes [22]. However, the differences in stability performance when considering cross-
magnetization have not been demonstrated for large generators [7]. In the case of the coupled-
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circuit model, we have applied the same simplified method using only one saturation
coefficient equal to (ksd). All parameters of the inductance matrix have been multiplied by this
coefficient.

For the generator under study, we computed the variations of (ksd) using the no-load charac‐
teristic up to twice the nominal field current. When the field current is greater than this value,
the saturation coefficient is kept constant at its smallest value.

Figure 26 presents the simulation results when the magnetic saturation is taken into account.
The d-q model current response is improved, but it is the coupled-circuit model that provides
the best results. This improvement is impressive as the magnetic saturation is roughly taken
into account.

Figure 26. Field current when considering the saturation

Note that the field current peak reaches 16 times its nominal value. At that specific moment,
the finite element analysis shows that the magnetic saturation is predominantly located in the
stator and rotor tooth tips because of the magnetic stator reaction (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Magnetic flux densities at 0.055 s (field current peak)
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7. Sudden short-circuit comparisons

This section compares the ability of the d-q, coupled-circuit, and finite element models to
reproduce the current responses during sudden short circuits. We consider four kinds of short
circuits: the sudden two-phase and three-phase short circuits without neutral connection, a
two-phase short circuit with neutral–ground connection, and a single-phase short circuit with
neutral–ground connection. We also compare several waveforms that have not been measured
like the damper bar currents, the electromagnetic torque, and the damper circuit losses.

7.1. Three-phase short circuit without neutral connection at full voltage

Right before both sudden short circuits, the machine is at 900 rpm without load and at rated
field current. Solely for the purpose of comparing the current waveforms, the experimental
rotor field voltage waveform and the experimental speed are used as inputs in the simulations.
In addition, at the moment of the short circuit and until the end of the simulation, the measured
voltage at the short circuit (at the breaker terminals) is applied in the simulation. The initial
values for the rotor position and field current are imposed to the experimental ones. The time
required for the simulation is of a few seconds for the d-q model, 15 second for the coupled
circuit, and 2 hour 45 minute for the FE simulation. Figures 28 to 30a compare the phase current
during the three-phase short circuit.

The experimental phase current peaks at 7 pu during this short circuit. The response of the d-
q and the coupled-circuit models are similar, and the differences with the experimental
waveforms appear to be related to the speed variations and the precision on the initial
conditions. Other factors could cause this difference such as magnetic saturation and skin
effect. The finite element simulation is more accurate to consider these phenomena, but there
is no significant improvement on the phase current response. The fixed step, the simple Euler
method, and the precision of material properties could explain the discrepancies. The moment
of the short circuit is between two time steps of 0.25 ms. Figure 30b shows the field current
waveform that can be compared to Figure 26.

When comparing the waveforms of damper bar currents (Figure 31), it can be seen that the
result of the coupled-circuit model matches closely with those of the finite elements. The d-q
model does not provide that information. The experimental damper bar currents were not
measured on the generator.

A comparison of simulated electromagnetic torque is shown in Figure 32. Figure 33 is a
comparison of total copper losses in the damper bar circuit.

As the d-q model neglects all voltage and slotting harmonics, the high-frequency torque
oscillations are filtered (Figure 32). The torque calculation methods of the two other models
(FE and coupled circuit) lead to similar waveforms. It suggests that the electromagnetic torque
peaks at 180 Nm (6.4 pu) compared to 110 Nm for the d-q model. One can also conclude that
the assumptions used in the coupled-circuit model are valid. The finite element method takes
account of the skin effect in the bars. This explains that the damper losses are near twice larger
than the other models’ estimations (Figure 33).
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7.2. Two-phase short circuit without neutral connection at full voltage

The same conditions are used for the simulation of the sudden two-phase short circuit as for
the previous section on the sudden three-phase short circuit.

From Figures 34 to 36, the phase and field currents are compared. A similar error can be seen
on the evaluation of the first current peak. The possible advantage of a finite element simulation
in obtaining these current waveforms is not entirely clear.

Figure 28. d-q model/experiment

Figure 29. Coupled circuit/experiment
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 Figure 11: Two-phase short circuit; coupled circuit model vs experiment 

 

 

 Figure 12: Two-phase short circuit; finite element model vs experiment 

 

 Figure 13: Two-phase short circuit; damper bar currents 

 

7.4. Single-phase to ground short circuit  

The same conditions are used for the simulation of the sudden single-phase short circuit as 
for the previous section. In this case, there is a difference of 20 A on the first cycle of the 
phase current between the coupled-circuit model and the experimental measurements 
(Figure 44a). However, the field current waveforms are close (Figure 44b). 

Figure 30. Three-phase short circuit; finite element model vs experiment
 

 Figure 30: Three-phase short circuit; finite element model vs experiment 

 

 Figure 31: Three-phase short circuit; damper bar currents 

When comparing the waveforms of damper bar currents ( Figure ), it can be seen that the 
result of the coupled-circuit model matches closely with those of the finite elements. The d-q 
model does not provide that information. The experimental damper bar currents were not 
measured on the generator. 

A comparison of simulated electromagnetic torque is shown in Figure 9. Figure is a 
comparison of total copper losses in the damper bar circuit. 

 

Figure 9: Electromagnetic torque 

 

Figure 33: Total copper losses of 
damper circuit

 
As the d-q model neglects all voltage and slotting harmonics, the high-frequency torque 
oscillations are filtered (Figure 9). The torque calculation methods of the two other models 
(FE and coupled circuit) lead to similar waveforms. It suggests that the electromagnetic 
torque peaks at 180 Nm (6.4 pu) compared to 110 Nm for the d-q model. One can also 
conclude that the assumptions used in the coupled-circuit model are valid. The finite 

Figure 31. Three-phase short circuit; damper bar currents

Figure 32. Electromagnetic torque
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Figure 33. Total copper losses of damper circuit

 

 

 

 
As the d-q model neglects all voltage and slotting harmonics, the high-frequency torque 
oscillations are filtered (Figure 9). The torque calculation methods of the two other models 
(FE and coupled circuit) lead to similar waveforms. It suggests that the electromagnetic 
torque peaks at 180 Nm (6.4 pu) compared to 110 Nm for the d-q model. One can also 
conclude that the assumptions used in the coupled-circuit model are valid. The finite 
element method takes account of the skin effect in the bars. This explains that the damper 
losses are near twice larger than the other models’ estimations (Figure). 
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The same conditions are used for the simulation of the sudden two-phase short circuit as for 
the previous section on the sudden three-phase short circuit. 

From Figure  to Figure , the phase and field currents are compared. A similar error can be 
seen on the evaluation of the first current peak. The possible advantage of a finite element 
simulation in obtaining these current waveforms is not entirely clear. 

 

 Figure 34: Two-phase short circuit; d-q model with saturation vs experiment Figure 34. Two-phase short circuit; d-q model with saturation vs experiment
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(FE and coupled circuit) lead to similar waveforms. It suggests that the electromagnetic 
torque peaks at 180 Nm (6.4 pu) compared to 110 Nm for the d-q model. One can also 
conclude that the assumptions used in the coupled-circuit model are valid. The finite 
element method takes account of the skin effect in the bars. This explains that the damper 
losses are near twice larger than the other models’ estimations (Figure). 

7.2. Two-phase short circuit without neutral connection at full voltage 

The same conditions are used for the simulation of the sudden two-phase short circuit as for 
the previous section on the sudden three-phase short circuit. 

From Figure  to Figure , the phase and field currents are compared. A similar error can be 
seen on the evaluation of the first current peak. The possible advantage of a finite element 
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 Figure 34: Two-phase short circuit; d-q model with saturation vs experiment 

 

 Figure 35: Two-phase short circuit; coupled circuit model vs experiment Figure 35. Two-phase short circuit; coupled circuit model vs experiment
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Comparing the waveforms of the damper bar currents shows that the coupled-circuit model
provides results very close to the finite element model (Figure 37).

 

 Figure 37: Two-phase short circuit; damper bar currents 

Figure 38 shows a comparison of the electromagnetic torque, and the general pattern is the 
same for all simulation methods. The two first periods are detailed on the second figure. The 
torque oscillations of high slotting frequency are overestimated by the coupled-circuit model. 
However, the waveforms of the finite element and coupled-circuit models are very similar 
after several periods when the current is lower (Figure 39). Some local magnetic saturation 
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Figure 36. Two-phase short circuit; finite element model vs experiment
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We conclude that a simple magnetic saturation modeling method provides valid current
waveforms, and the skin effect has little influence on the current waveforms. The largest
differences between the models are related to the electromagnetic torque and the damper bar
losses.
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Figure 39. Torque (detail 2)

7.3. Two-phase short circuit with neutral–ground connection

The neutral connection to the ground changes the current waveform because the harmonics
multiple of three have high amplitudes in the phase emf voltage. It should be noted that the
Matlab d-q model cannot simulate short circuits with neutral connection because the emf
harmonics and homopolar current are neglected.
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Figures 41 and 42 compare the two-phase short-circuit responses at low field current (0.22 A–
0.44 pu). The results are better with the finite element model (Figure 42) than the coupled-
circuit model (Figure 41). Explanations are provided in section 7.1.

Figure 43 shows that the damper current waveforms calculated by the finite element model
are close to the ones provided by the coupled-circuit model. Again, the coupled-circuit model
underestimates these currents.

 

 Figure 11: Two-phase short circuit; coupled circuit model vs experiment 
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 Figure 13: Two-phase short circuit; damper bar currents 

 

Figure 41. Two-phase short circuit; coupled circuit model vs experiment

7.4. Single-phase to ground short circuit

The same conditions are used for the simulation of the sudden single-phase short circuit as for
the previous section. In this case, there is a difference of 20 A on the first cycle of the phase

Figure 40. Copper losses of damper circuit
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current between the coupled-circuit model and the experimental measurements (Figure 44a).
However, the field current waveforms are close (Figure 44b).

 

 Figure 44: Single-phase short circuit; coupled circuit model vs experiment 
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The same conditions are used for the simulation of the sudden single-phase short circuit as 
for the previous section. In this case, there is a difference of 20 A on the first cycle of the 
phase current between the coupled-circuit model and the experimental measurements 
(Figure 44a). However, the field current waveforms are close (Figure 44b). 

The results of FE model show a good agreement with the experimental phase current 
waveform (Figure 45a). More differences are observed on the field current waveform (Figure 
45b). This phenomenon may be related to the discretization chosen during simulation. 

 

Figure 43. Two-phase short circuit; damper bar currents
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The results of FE model show a good agreement with the experimental phase current wave‐
form (Figure 45a). The field current response of the FE model appears to be filtered (Figure
45b). This phenomenon may be related to the discretization chosen during simulation.

 

 Figure 45: Single-phase short circuit; finite element model vs experiment 
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8. Conclusion

We have presented three electrical machine models:

• The d-q model is widely used for protection, control, and stability studies. This model is
available from Matlab-Simulink library. One way to identify the d-q model parameters
without short-circuit tests is to carry out a test of standstill frequency response (SSFR). This
test is performed using an experimental setup. However, the parameters may also be
estimated by a finite element method in complex when the exact geometry and material
properties of the machine are available. This model is fast and represents accurately the
waveforms of the currents in the stator and the field winding.

• The coupled-circuit model is a high-order circuit model that considers all space harmonics
in the machine and all winding configurations. We presented a method that uses a 2D finite
element method to compute the magnetic couplings and evaluate discrete inductance
variations according to the rotor position. This model is easy to implement in Matlab-
Simulink. It has the advantage of combining the precision of the finite element spatial
representation for the magnetic couplings, with efficient variable time-step solvers. It is a
bit slower than the d-q model, but gives better accuracy on the phase and field signal
waveforms. In addition, this model can estimate the currents in other circuits, such as the
damper bars. This improves the estimation of transient torque and provides results closer
to the finite element method.

• The finite element model using a magnetodynamic solver with the rotor movement is the
more general approach to obtain local magnetic data in various parts of the machine. This
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analysis requires a perfect knowledge of the machine’s geometry and material properties.
The main drawback of this method is the simulation time. This model is the most accurate
with regard to the local magnetic saturations and the damper bar losses with the skin effect.
It also gives the best estimation of magnetic losses.

We showed that all three models are efficient to estimate the transient response of an electrical
generator. Comparisons were made with a laboratory generator by performing various types
of short circuit at various excitation levels. It was shown that the magnetic saturation must be
taken into account for a generator in normal operation.
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